
INTERVIEW TWO:  AVENIR CAPITAL

Avenir Capital is a global equities investment manager and 
is majority owned by its staff. Avenir was founded in 2011 to 
apply a private equity mindset to invest in a concentrated 
selection of publicly listed companies with a focus on risk 
minimisation and long-term compounding of capital.

Led by Adrian Warner, Managing Director and Chief 
Investment Officer, the Avenir Global Fund has produced a 
gross return of more than 17% per annum for its investors 
since inception.

Before founding Avenir Capital, Adrian was Managing 
Director and part-owner of Catalyst Investment Managers 
Pty Ltd, a mid-market Australian private equity firm following 
a stint at CVC Asia Pacific Ltd, one of the leading private 
equity groups in Asia.
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INTERVIEW ONE:  HYDEN CAPITAL

Fred Liu, CFA
founder and portfolio manager of Hayden Capital

Prior to founding Hayden, Fred was the industrials 
analyst on J.P. Morgan’s Small Cap Equity fund, a five-star 
Morningstar ranked strategy that invested in securities 
under $2 billion in market cap. He then moved to New 
Street Research as a research analyst covering the cable 
and satellite industries.

Fred holds a B.S. in finance and international business 
from the Leonard N. Stern School of Business at New York 
University.

continue to page 5
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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the December issue of Hidden Value 
Stocks. In this last issue of the year, we profile two 
funds that have different strategies, but both are 
looking to accomplish the same goal; finding value 
where others can’t.

The first interview is with Hayden Capital’s 
managing partner Fred Liu, CFA. Fred and his team 
are looking for stocks that are undervalued today 
but have a long runway for growth ahead of them 
or as Fred puts it “we’re looking for 80 cent dollars, 
where we believe the value will grow to $3 or $5 
over time.” The two ideas he profiles undoubtedly 
meet this criterion. One is trying to take over the pet 
food market in Europe, while the other is a play on 
subprime auto credit — a market most investors are 
staying well away from today.

Our second interview is with Avenir Capital. Avenir 
uses a private market approach in public markets, 
looking for undervalued businesses that have a 

long-term strategy for wealth creation. The firm runs 
a high conviction strategy and its leading strategy; 
the Avenir Global Fund is not constrained by global 
borders. Since inception, the Avenir Global Fund 
– Class I has achieved an annualized gross return 
for investors of 17.1%, and over the past five years, 
the fund has achieved an annualized gross return of 
20.9%. In our interview, Avenir profiles two ideas, one 
company based in Asia and another from the US.

As well as these two interviews and four ideas, we 
also have updates from some of the funds profiled in 
the winter 2016 issue. We hope you enjoy this issue 
and welcome any comments you may have.

Sincerely,
Rupert Hargreaves
& Jacob Wolinsky
jacob@valuewalk.com
rhargreaves@valuewalk.com

http://hiddenvaluestocks.com/
mailto:jacob%40valuewalk.com?subject=Hello
mailto:rhargreaves%40valuewalk.com?subject=Hello
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Updates From Our Previous Issues

This time last year Hidden Value Stocks spoke with 
Andrew Oskoui of BlueTower Asset Management who 
recommended Ezcorp and Nicholas Financial. As you 
can see on the next page, the returns from these two 
picks have been mixed.

According to Andrew’s third quarter letter to investors, 
BlueTower sold its Nicholas Financial holding during 
the third quarter. While the rest of the portfolio 
outperformed for the quarter (12.9% gross return) 
Nicholas did not live upto expectations. Specifically:

“Our investment thesis that Nicholas would be 
capable of having superior underwriting compared to 
their competitors seems unlikely to work out. It appears 
that the regulations passed by the CFPB have made 
their collections more difficult in ways that we did 
not anticipate. In addition, the development of new 
technologies such as big data analytics of borrower 
behavior and ignition kill switches appears to have 
changed the dynamics of the subprime industry, thereby 
allowing their competitors to be more aggressive in 
lending.”

In the interest of fairness, all recommended stocks 
are kept in the Hidden Value Stocks portfolio for 12 
months before we lock in returns. However, premium 
subscribers can gain access to funds’ letters when 
they’re published on the HVS website at any time.

Andrew and his team have deployed the capital from 
exiting Nicholas into investments in Japan. Head over 
to www.hiddenvaluestocks.com if you want to find out 
more.

Ezcorp has also attracted the attention Hazelton 
Capital Partners’, Barry Paskiov, who featured in the 
summer 2016 issue of this newsletter. Hazelton’s 
third quarter letter, which features the thesis in full, is 
available on our site but for now, here’s a snippet of the 
fund’s bull case for the firm:

“Hazelton Capital Partners believes there to be a 
meaningful discount between the company’s share 
price and its intrinsic value. The contraction in operating 
margins is directly related to the restructuring of the 
company’s core pawn business. Starting in 2018, most of 
the write-downs, impairment and restructuring charges 
will have been taken, leading to increased profits and 
free cash flow. The improved free cash flow could be 
used for future acquisitions or reducing debt, allowing 
the company to be debt free within the next 4-5 years. 
Hazelton Capital Partners has mapped out a bearish, 
base, and bullish case outlook for EZPW’s business plan 
execution. The fund believes there to be a conservative 
65% upside to its base case outlook, a smaller return 
to its bear case and a meaningful opportunity if the 
company executes above expectations.” ■

http://hiddenvaluestocks.com/
http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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Hidden Value Stocks Portfolio

Edition Fund Ticker Open Price Date 
Pitched

Date 
Closed

Dividends Current 
Price (1) (2)

Total 
Return

1 Foundary Capital NYSEMKT:VISI $7.60 1/28/16 1/28/17 $8.45 11.18%

NASDAQ:MRVC $11.21 1/28/16 1/28/17 $8.15 -27.30%

2 Stanphyl Capital NASDAQ:MGCD $5.94 3/28/2016 3/28/2017 $0.70 $8.30 39.73%

NASDAQ:LTRX $0.90 3/28/2016 3/28/2017 $3.31 267.78%

NASDAQ:ELON $5.77 3/28/2016 3/28/2017 $6.20 7.45%

NASDAQ:BWEN $2.87 3/28/2016 3/28/2017 $7.25 152.61%

3 S&C Messina NYSE:PRA $51.47 06/21/16 06/21/17 $1.24 $60.15 19.27%

4 Hazelton Capital NASDAQ:CUI $5.99 09/23/16 09/25/17 $3.37 -43.74%

NYSE:CPS $106.03 09/23/16 09/25/17 $112.30 5.91%

5 Boyles Capital LON:SYS1 500 10/07/16 10/09/17 45.60 537.00 16.52%

ATH:PLAT €1.69 10/07/16 10/09/17 $2.60 53.85%

6 Livermore CVE:JSE $0.50 12/21/16 $0.42 -16.00%

BlueTower NASDAQ:NICK $11.10 12/21/16 $7.96 -28.29%

NASDAQ:EZPW $10.65 12/21/16 $12.20 14.55%

7 Arquitos Capital NASDAQ:MMAC $21.45 03/15/17 $25.75 20.05%

NASDAQ:MLNK $1.87 03/15/17 $1.79 -4.28%

Alluvial Capital ASX:CZZ $14.58 03/15/17 $18.25 25.17%

TSE:CRH $11.33 03/15/17 $3.03 -73.26%

8 Verdad Capital TYO:4028 ¥1,050 06/15/17 ¥2,018 92.19%

TYO:9994 ¥1,620 06/15/17 20 ¥3,085 90.43%

GrizzlyRock NYSE:RSO $9.95 06/15/17 0.2 $9.70 -2.51%

NYSE:VPG $17.45 06/15/17 $27.20 55.87%

9 Logos LP NASDAQ: AAON 34.85 09/29/2017 0.13 $35.70 2.44%

NYSE: LXFT 47.8 09/29/2017 $53.15 11.19%

Dane Capital NYSE: DSKE 13.05 09/29/2017 $13.43 2.91%

NYSE: MX 11.31 09/29/2017 $11.35 0.35%

Average return 28.22%

(1) For closed positions this price is the price at time of close. 
(2) Prices as of December 11

http://hiddenvaluestocks.com/
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Fred Liu

Let’s start with Hayden’s investment 
strategy. Can you describe what you’re 
looking for in a potential investment?
I hate style buckets, but if forced to, I’d say 
we tend to be “GARP-ier” than your typical 
value firm. We’re primarily focused on the 
reinvestment opportunity sets a company 
has and the longevity / duration of that 
business. We’re definitely not looking for 
50 cent dollars, where the intrinsic value 
will always be a $1 or worse even declining 
in value. The problem we see with these 
situations is that you need a catalyst for the 
market to realize that valuation gap, and if 
successful we’d have to sell and redeploy 
that capital into something else. Time is 
against you. Instead, we’re looking for 80 
cent dollars, where we believe the value will 
grow to $3 or $5 over time.

“  We’re definitely not looking for 50 
cent dollars, where the intrinsic value will 
always be a $1 or worse even declining 
in value. The problem we see with these 
situations is that you need a catalyst for 
the market to realize that valuation gap, 
and if successful we’d have to sell and 
redeploy that capital into something else.

For example, I’ve often found it helpful 
to use a real estate analogy (although 
definitely not perfect), since the tangible 
and familiar nature is easier for many 
people new to equity investing to visualize.
Simply, I am the type of person who’s 
more comfortable buying a good house 
in a gentrifying neighborhood with 

growth potential currently yielding a 6% 
unlevered return. If the neighborhood keeps 
developing, and say the millennial hipsters 
move in, rents in the area will go up and I 
stand to make 12% returns on my invested 
capital. If I’m wrong, and the neighborhood 
simply stays as it is, I’m still yielding a fair return 
in a nicer part of the city, where I’m confident 
the values will at least hold over time.

The opposite would be to buy in a much 
worse part of the city, which doesn’t have 
the “hipster” / gentrifying optionality. You 
may get a 9% unlevered return, but would 
be worrying every day if squatters are 
taking over your property, if drug dealers 
are opening up shop around the corner, or if 
your tenants can even pay rent this month. 
You may get a higher initial return, but 
there’s limited growth potential, and what’s 
more likely is that the residual value of your 
investment may even decline over time. 
I see this analogous to quality agnostic, 
“deep-value” investing. You can make 
money with this style of investing, but it’s 
a lot of headaches, a very different skillset, 
and something I’ve determined I’m not 
suited for.

Our portfolio is highly concentrated, with 
just 8 investments today.

So long as our companies are able to 
smartly redeploy capital at attractive rates 
(typically over 15% ROIC), we’re happy to 
hold these positions until the opportunities 
run out. Evidence of this is in our turnover, 
which has been less than 20% a year. I 
firmly believe that great companies with 
these characteristics are tough to find, 
and we pride ourselves in getting to know 

INTERVIEW ONE: HAYDEN CAPITAL

Fred Liu, CFA
founder and portfolio manager 
of Hayden Capital

continued from page 1
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them inside and out. We’re also very lucky to have a 
client base which allows us to take the long view, often 
investing with a 10+ year outlook.

I think Zooplus is a great example of your strategy 
in action. This is one your top picks profiled later in 
the issue but it’s not much of a value stock in the 
traditional sense. So, how does this business fit into 
your overall strategy?
When analyzing an investment, we’re looking for four basic 
principles. First, we’re looking for a growing industry, with 
a strong sustainable tailwind (i.e. the “pie getting bigger”).

Second, we want a company that is taking market 
share within this industry, that we believe has a 
structural “right to win” (i.e. “taking a bigger piece 
of a growing pie”). Third, we’re looking for a great 
management team that is entrepreneurial, has skin in 
the game, has the right incentives, and has a long-term 
view. A company can be in the right place at the right 
time, and have a great opportunity set in front of it. But 
if there’s the wrong leadership in place, all of this can go 
to waste very quickly, and a competitor will inevitably 
take your spot. Lastly, of course, we want an attractive 
valuation, based upon our analysis of what a company’s 
normalized earnings power would look like today if it 
stopped its growth investments, as well as at maturity. 
As explained in detail later, we believe Zooplus enjoys 
four of these.

The core of our analytical process centers on the idea 
that earnings growth is determined by the future ROIC 
times the reinvestment rate of a company. Our analysis 
indicates that Zooplus’ ROIC on current and future 

opportunities for capital deployment, such as acquiring 
new customers, price improvements, improving their 
customers’ mobile experience, etc is very high. Given 
this, we’re happy to see they’re plowing just about every 
dollar of earnings power back into the business, and 
thus the reinvestment rate is close to 100% (hence the 
lack of earnings and high multiple).

You also like Interactive Brokers, a company that again 
hardly fits the value template. Could you talk a bit 
about this investment?
What you’ll notice about our portfolio, is that almost 
none will fit the traditional “value template”, if that’s 
defined as low-multiple stocks. And Interactive 
Brokers is just one example of this. We’re interested 
in companies that are reinvesting capital back into 
the business internally at high returns. Many of these 
investments are expensed, so by definition profits today 
will be low, and multiples will be high. The question 
we’re always trying to answer is, what does the true 
underlying earnings power look like, when this business 
is at maturity and no longer needs / has room to invest 
in its business?

“  The question we’re always trying to answer is, 
what does the true underlying earnings power look 
like, when this business is at maturity and no longer 
needs / has room to invest in its business?

What attracted us to Interactive Brokers, is its focus 
on low-prices in a semi-commoditized industry. While 
speed of execution and service matters, it’s really 
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Know a friend who would like to 
subscribe to Hidden Value Stocks?
If you know someone who might be interested in subscribing to Hidden Value 
Stocks, we offer a referral program.

Subscribe today and receive a full year of Hidden Value 
Stocks including access to all back issues and access to 
ValueWalk.com for only $315 – That’s just $26.25 per month!

To sign up, click the button below or alternatively, send us an 
email at support@valuewalk.com

If you want to learn more, please visit 
www.hiddenvaluestocks.com

Refer a Friend

Disclosures
Disclaimer: Any reference obtained from the documents posted on this containing references to products, pro-
cess, or service does not constitute or imply an endorsement by ValueWalk LLC or its officers, directors or agents 
of the product, process, or service, or its producer or provider. The views and opinions expressed in this docu-
ment do not necessarily state or reflect those of ValueWalk LLC.
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